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01Introducon

01Evoluon of Digital Technologies in the 
Construcon Industry

As per humankind history, construcon is one of the first businesses that came into light, and fortunately it is 
connuously shaping our daily life in several ways. If you look around, virtually every other business relies on the 
construcon industry to provide and maintain their plants, accommodaon, and infrastructure.

However, construcon is a deciding factor of how and where almost everyone lives, plays and works. For 
approximately the total populaon of the world, the constructed environment impacts quality of life. 

Therefore, the construcon industry is impacted by megatrends in four dimensions: 

So the construcon industry needs to discover and implement opmal responses to these megatrends – both with 
consideraon to the opportunies they offer and the challenges they pose.

Another major challenge for the construcon industry is that it is one of the least digized sectors and is 
dominated by tradional or outdated techniques to accomplish projects. Being a turtle in technology adopon, 
construcon professionals are undergoing a hard me with the increasing complexity.

So, how can construcon companies keep up with the rapidly changing industry dynamics? Let’s dive into the 
details

The construcon industry is at its peak stage where construcon companies need to revamp their designs and 
rework on developing more efficient and outstanding business processes. This is why companies must be adapve 
enough to respond to situaons quicker and innovate faster than ever before to accomplish project deadlines on 
me and budget. To achieve this, they need to focus on improving efficiency, quality control across their 
operaons and supply chains and producvity.

Sustainability and resilience
Markets and customers 
Society and workforce
Polics and regulaon
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03Technological Challenges Faced by 
Construcon Experts
The construcon sector has been surviving through the phase of its life enthusiascally by growing nonstop and 
encountering several challenges at the same me. Some of these challenges are quite new; others are as 
tradional as the industry itself. There are mulple approaches to construcon problems. 

For instance, at mes slow technology adopon rates are considered as the one big challenge, and somemes it 
is considered as the host of various problems – including, scheduling problems, communicaon problems, 
problems with documentaon, and the list goes on. 

WeWe all know that the construcon industry is one of the most pressured industries in the world because of the 
least digitalizaon. There’s no right me to adopt new technologies, it is now. As projects connue to become 
more complex and costly, pu ng your managers under extreme pressure to boost efficiency, cut melines and do 
more for less, you will lose your valuable employees in no me. 
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As menoned before, construcon consists of numerous resources, tools for a project, and lack of real-me data 
hamper the overall producvity rate dramacally. Updang every process data manually  is me-consuming and 
there is always a chance of data mismatch or inaccuracy.
 
So having such a poor system in place, measuring and monitoring the performance of humans and equipment can 
give migraine issues to any construcon owner. Moreover, if the execuves don’t have proper data on the 
resources used, expenses, and project compleon status, the end result is poor producvity.

Despite this, several construcon firms that have already adopted new technology are seeing great results. Not 
only does technology allow them to work more efficiently, but also it lays the foundaons for smart soluons 
like arficial intelligence. This type of technology helps construcon businesses avoid cost overruns, plan 
projects more effecvely, migate risk, and improve producvity and safety. 

Now we’re going to go over some of the most popular technological issues in the construcon industry, 
beginning with the issue of compliance in the world of constantly changing rules and regulaons. Other issues 
will also be menoned:

Challenge #1: Poor producvity 
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This is the next biggest challenge that potenally affects the project compleon meline. For any construcon 
professional, tracking material movements for any project right from the procurement stage to the disposal is 
usually tedious and nerve-wracking. 

Managing this task manually is the most labor-intensive and me-consuming for the workforce, resulng in poor 
performance tracking and delayed overall equipment effecveness (OEE).

Challenge #2: Inaccuracy in product traceability 

No doubt, construcon projects involve a great workforce and huge materials for every project and the major 
challenge is ulizing every resource/equipment smartly. As a huge sum of money is invested in the resources, 
managing them badly turns out to be inordinate. 

The issue is due to the improper data and poor visibility across the project tasks. And as the only source of 
communicaon between workforce and higher level management is manual channels, resource management 
undergoes a lot of issues.

Challenge #3: Poor resource ulizaon, management

Human life is important and no labor would prefer to work in an environment that is dangerous. Construcon 
consists of tools, heavy machinery, and materials that could affect workers’ safety. Most workers on the site work 
under such circumstances, leading to below normal producvity.

Challenge #4: Risky project environment 

Usually, construcon projects are fragmented along the value chain with numerous layers of subcontractors, 
contractors, and in-house specialists situated in various teams and departments. 

It becomes difficult to coordinate paper-based processes and spreadsheets across your stakeholders, which 
makes it inefficient and risky, especially with the value of construcon projects being high. Unfortunately, if you 
misplace any paperwork, the chances are that someone is working from an outdated and wrong document. This 
data captured on paper needs to be updated at back office systems with data, which adds up to slower 
communicaon and a higher chance that something will go incorrect. 

Challenge #5: Inefficient Processes and Improper Data Management  
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Improper reporng and poor visibility to the construcon project will never take you to your set goal. This is 
because you will keep manually updang every piece of informaon that leads to inaccuracies. When you do 
not get real-me data or complete oversight of every project on every construcon site, you’ll be unable to 
finish your project on-me. 

Moreover, taking a high level overview of the complete projects and breaking it down into the details of specific 
builds. Also, staying ahead of or lagging behind schedule as well as evaluaon of financials in real me becomes 
difficult.

WWhen you don’t get a level of insight, management of your organizaon at all levels becomes inacve in 
addressing issues, understanding blockers and taking acon to boost progress. 

Challenge #6: Improper Reporng and Poor Visibility 
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When you don’t get a level of insight, management of your organizaon at all levels becomes inacve in 
addressing issues, understanding blockers and taking acon to boost progress. 

The Current Scenario of Technologies 
in Construcon Sector
Today, innovave technology allows construcon professionals with huge improvements in the efficiency, safety 
and producvity of big construcon projects. As we have already seen, construcon has a great history of 
innovaon that has encouraged spectacular advances in the types of buildings we can construct. 

For instance, the development of caissons and cofferdams opened the door for magnificent underwater 
structures. On the other hand, advancements in tower crane technology pushed the construcon industry 
upward, opening up the possibility for huge skyscrapers. 

Every construcon business owner needs to streamline their workflows for well-running projects and teams in 
the industry. But, due to the increasing difficulty of construcon, workflows may get disconnected and manual in 
nature. The three most common areas within opmized construcon workflows are data, communicaon, and 
transparency. 

AI is making things quite seamless to succeed across all three of these areas, resulng in higher profits and 
producvity. 

1. AI and Machine Learning for Simplified Workflows 
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Workforce and resource management are great expenses for construcon companies. Efficient workforce 
management can assist companies opmize resource allocaon, keep operaons running seamlessly, and prevent 
unexpected expenses as well as delays. 

Presently, more companies are switching to integrated soware to bring more aconable analycs and efficiency 
within their workforce, whether they be on-site, remote, large, or small. Construcon technology innovaons in 
workforce management soluons involve forecasng, predicve tracking, and mobile-first interfaces. These 
soluons eliminate several manual processes that come with resource planning.

2. Workforce and Resource Management So ware 
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You might be unsurprised to see 3D prinng on our list. A er all, it has long been the most top construcon 
innovaon. But, its future is even more dazzling these days as the technology moves from an original to an 
emerging industry standard. With the best implementaon strategy—and some out-of-the-box thinking—3D 
prinng can make materials more accessible, speed up projects, and enable you to develop amazing designs. 

When it comes to usage, you can use 3D print design elements such as facades to make them more complex and 
comprehensive. 3D prinng can also be used to print fixtures, parts, and furniture for your building. This is 
specifically funconal 

whenwhen you’re going through supply shortages or when working in a remote area. Instead of waing for weeks or 
months for the materials you require, you can print them within a few hours or days. 

We can see 3D prinng technologies connue to grow in the future as well. As companies look for ways to 
enhance quality control, address labor shortages, and discover smart designs, 3D prinng will be here to assist 
them to make it a success. 

3. The Hype of 3D Prinng 

We’ve all read about Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR). VR immerses us deeply into the digital 
world, while AR brings digital elements to our environment in real me. This immersive reality combines these 
two worlds into one world—which is where the metaverse comes into acon. The metaverse is a new term of the 
internet that enables users to experience it like the original world. This is made possible with gadgets such as VR 
headsets and AR glasses.

ARAR & VR reality brings actual benefits to businesses, especially those that depend on cross-departmental 
collaboraon to get things done. It enables teams to “meet” in the metaverse so they can interface in a virtual, 
rich environment—something that isn’t accessible when you’re behind a computer screen. 

4. AR, VR, and the Metaverse 

Several components of your business—including job sites, manpower, and equipment—are significant. 
Appropriate monitoring assists in project planning, promotes seamless operaons, and ensures compliance with 
safety and worker regulaons. Here’s something new for you: thanks to construcon sensors and IoT technology, 
keeping a hawk on the several moving parts of your projects is easier than ever before. 

5. Sensor Data Tracking
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There are a variety of soluons in the market that can enable you to track materials through the supply chain, 
monitor site condions, improve worker safety, and empower beer facility management. Forward-thinking firms 
are also using sensors to predict and prepare for future events. 

05Conclusion
As construcon projects are becoming complex increasingly, construcon companies must be capable enough to 
manage the challenges, and be responsive enough to act faster than ever before. 

By tapping into the advantages of advanced technology soluons, the construcon industry can reach new levels 
of efficiency, flexibility, and speed. Innovave cloud technology can assist construcon companies to keep up with 
the growing world of construcon, engineering, and operaons.

ThisThis is where ProjectPro can help you thrive. A well-structured construcon accounng soware powered by 
Microso Dynamics Business Central. It helps construcon business owners to keep easy track of their resources, 
stay ahead of accounng books and exceed customer expectaons. Schedule a demo now.

Digital twins is absolutely a buzzworthy term, but what advantage does it have for the construcon industry? As 
it sounds, a digital twin is a digital replica of a physical enty, involving its potenal and exisng assets, data,  
systems, processes, people, workflows, and devices. 

In the construcon industry, digital twins collect data through sensors to thoroughly understand a physical 
structure and then develop its duplicate. Having a duplicate source of a physical structure enables workers to 
manipulate, assess, and opmize the building. 

AsAs they analyze the digital twin, they can unleash potenal means of developing safety protocols, creang 
efficiencies, reducing risks, and improving quality. Digital twins also enhance BIM by working as a digital thread, 
connected straight to a physical structure. 

Since 80% of a building’s lifeme value is decided during operaons, the data and insights provided by a digital 
twin assist owners to beer maintain their facilies, simplify operaons, and enhance capital planning. You can 
also use digital twins to decide if a built asset is meeng certain metrics and KPIs.

6. Digital Twins 
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About ProjectPro
ProjectPro is a division of Netsmartz LLC global 
group of companies. ProjectPro is specifically 
designed for construcon firms and powered by 
Microso Dynamics 365 Business Central to 
make sure you get the most out of your 
business soware. 

StandStand out of the league by streamlining your 
business processes, controlling costs, and 
offering mely and accurate informaon. 
ProjectPro holds the potenal to integrate your 
crucial job quong, project accounng, resource 
management for labor and equipment, and 
much more all in a single database.

WithWith integrated data, intelligent transacon 
processing, and robust analycal and reporng 
capabilies, you can reduce the me and effort 
it takes to access meaningful informaon 
necessary to make good business decisions.
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